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The underlying issue



Depth data in current ECDIS

The limited resolution of bathymetric data in ECDIS is a long-standing concern and cause of 
frustration for mariners and shipping companies

Limited depth data undermines efficiency of operations and impacts upon safety

Higher resolution data would improve density of safety contours and provide better 
information about navigable areas

Recent joint MAIB/DMAIB study highlighted this. Safety-contour issues are present 
throughout the report, e.g.:

Comments from officers responsible for voyage planning reflected a frustration at the ECDIS 
frequently defaulting to a safety contour that did not separate safe from unsafe water due to 
insufficient contour density.

“Application and usability of ECDIS – a MAIB and DMAIB collaborative study on ECDIS use from the perspective of 
practitioners”, page 24



Permitting use of S-102 data in S-57 ECDIS

(ChartWorld / SevenCs proposal)



Proposal

Amend S-52 & S-64 to enable integration of S-102 gridded bathymetry in 
existing S-57-based ECIDS



Evaluating the proposal

CIRM’s ECDIS Working Group reviewed ChartWorld/7Cs proposal in Dec 2021

Intention behind proposal appreciated, addressing the depth data issue but…

Proposal would take some years to be implemented; not quick-fix

Integrating S-102 in current ECDIS will cause confusion in the market, take 
focus away from overall implementation of S-100

Will make “is my ECDIS up to date with latest IHO requirements?” question 
even more difficult to answer

Increasing production of HD-ENCs seems a more practical and appropriate 
solution… e.g. no need for existing ECDIS to be updated



CIRM’s position

Following comprehensive review of proposal to amend S-52 & S-64 to enable 
integration of S-102 gridded bathymetry in existing S-57-based ECIDS, 
CIRM’s position is to oppose the proposal, on the basis that a more 
appropriate solution could be implemented



Addressing the issue: HD-ENCs



HD-ENCs

CIRM agrees that limited resolution of bathymetric data available in current 
ECDIS is a persistent shortcoming that should be addressed

CIRM welcomes efforts in IHO to encourage increased production of HD-
ENCs, viewing this as a practical solution to the problem

HD-ENCs can be used in current ECDIS without a need to upgrade the system

This solution keeps S-100 ECDIS & “legacy ECDIS” separate, avoiding 
confusion in the market
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